Abstract. In this paper, the conception of local k-uniform smoothness (LkUS) is introduced on the base of the concept of fc-uniform smoothness that introduced by Suyalatu and Wu Congxin. It is proved that the local ¿-uniform smoothness and Sullivan's local k-uniform rotundity (LkUR) are the dual notions. X is a LkUS space, then X is a L(k + 1 )US space. However, the converse need not be true. In addition, we also obtain two important results about LkUS space.
x\(x k ) x%(x k ) ... X* k+1 (x k )
By "fixing" one variable we define the notion of locally /c-uniformly smooth space (LkUS). i.e. The definition of LkJJS is as follows: DEFINITION 3 . A Banach space X is said to be a LkUS space if for any e > 0, x e S(X), x* G S x , there is a <5 = S(x, x*, e) > 0 such that for xj,..., x* k G S(X*), if ||X*+®; + ... + XFC| | >(k + l)-6, then j3(x* ,x{,... ,x* k ) < e.
THEOREM 1 (Dual Theorem):
(a) If X* is LkUS space, then X is LkUR space, (b) If X* is LkUR space, then X is LkUS space.
Proof, (a) If for any e > 0, x G S(X), there is a S = S(x, e) > 0 such that for xi,x 2 ,.
•. ,x k G S(X), if ||x + xi + ... + Zfc|| > (k + 1) -S, then, by Hahn-Banach Theorem, we can choose x* G S(X*) such that x*(x) = 1, so x(x*) = 1 and x G S x ',xi,x2, • • • ,x k G S(X**). Choose 5'(x*,x,e) = 8 > 0, then ||x + xi +... + x k || > (k +1) -5'. By the assumption that X* is LkUS, we have B(x, Xi,... ,x k ) < e, hence A(x,xi,... ,x k ) = B(x,xi,... ,x k ) < e. This shows that X is LkUR space.
(b) If for any e > 0, x G S(X), x* G S x , there is a 6 = S(x, x*,e) >0 such that for x\,...,x k G S{X*), if ||x*+x! + .. .+x£|| > (k + l)-6, then we can choose <S'(x*,e) = <5 > 0, such that ||x*+x; + .. . + > (fc + 1) -<5' . By the assumption that X* is LkUR, we have A(x*,x{,..., x k ) < e. Since, for any xi,... ,Xfc G S(X), we have xi,... ,x k G S(X**), hence B(x*,x{,... ,x£) < A{x*,x\,... ,x£) < e. This shows that X is LkUS space. Theorem 1 shows that LkUR and LkUS are dual notions.
Local uniform smoothness
In fact, the L1UR and LIUS space are, clearly, nothing else but the usual LUR [2] and LUS[l] space, resp. Hence, the LkUS space is a generalization of the locally smooth space. DEFINITION 4 [5] . A Banach space X is said to be a fc-strictly convex if and only if for any (k + 1) elements x ly x2,... of S(X) with || Yli~i x »ll = ll^i'll implies that xi,x2,..., Xk+i are linearly dependent. DEFINITION 5 [4] . A Banach space X is said to be a k-smooth space if and only if for any x € S(X), dim5 x < k. DEFINITION 6 [4] . A Banach space X is said to be a /c-strongly smooth space if X is a fc-smooth space. And for each
LEMMA 1 [6] . If X* is k-smooth space, then X is k-strictly convex space; if X* is k-strictly convex space, then X is k-smooth space.
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Ofc,fc+2 Proof. Consider the determinant (this determinant is equal to zero)
Ofc, 1 Ok, 2 • • • Ofc,fc+2 Expanding in minors along the first row, we obtain the desired result. is relatively compact). LkS (resp. CLkS) and LkR [7] (resp. CLkR) [9] are dual notions. We prove that (x^) is relatively compact.
If (x*) is not relatively compact in X*, then (x*) has no finite eonet, for some eo > 0. By Lemma 4, for any positive integer no and any x* £ X*, there exist ni,... ,nfc > no, such that ¿(x*^ span {a;*}) > ^ and d«i+1,span{a;',x;i,...,x;.}) > f, for i = 1,2,..., k -1. 
On the other hand
By the assumption that X is LkUS space, we have B(x*,x* im) ,... ,x* (m) ) n, n k -> 0, (m -> oo). This contridicts inequality (•), so (x*) is relatively compact. 
.,nk -• oo
Since X is LkUS space, it follows from Theorem 3 that (x*) is relatively compact in X*.Consequently there exist y* € X* and a subsequence (x*^) of (x*) such that x* -• y*, obviously y* £ S(X*).
On the other hand, we have So ||x* + fcy*|| = A; + 1, hence ||x* + y*\\ = 2. By the assumption that X* is strictly convex space, we have x* = y*. Hence x*^ -> x*. This shows that X is LkS space.
